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Prepared for Google Apps for Business customers
 
 
The following is the incident report for the Gmail issues experienced by a very small percentage of 
Google Apps customers beginning on February 27, 2011. The affected users reported empty mailboxes 
and login errors with Gmail and other Google Apps services. To resolve the issues, Google Engineering 
restored account data and user access for the affected users. During this incident, some incoming 
messages were automatically bounced (senders received a delivery failure notification); no email was lost 
from users’ mailboxes. 
 
We understand that this service outage has affected our valued customers and their users, and we
sincerely apologize for the impact and disruption.           

Issue Analysis and Actions
Note: All times listed are in Pacific Standard Time
At approximately 10:00 AM, February 27, Google Support received initial reports of customers 1) finding 
their Gmail mailboxes empty and personal settings (such as labels and themes) reset to the defaults, or 
2) receiving a 500-series error stating that their Gmail account was temporarily unavailable.
 
After analyzing the issue, Google Engineering determined that the root cause was a bug inadvertently 
introduced in a Gmail storage software update. The bug caused the affected users’ messages and 
account settings to become temporarily unavailable from the datacenters. At 1:05 PM, February 27, 
Google Engineering reverted the storage software update, and halted further deployment.
 
Restoration Process
While analyzing the issue and its root cause, Google Engineering also worked on the process to restore 
users’ accounts. At 6:00 PM, February 27, Google Engineering temporarily disabled access to Gmail 
and other Google Apps services for all potentially affected users. This was a precautionary measure to 
prevent issues with data integrity during the mailbox restoration process. When users attempted to log 
in to their Gmail or Google Apps account, they received the message, “Sorry, your account has been 
disabled.” At 1:30 PM, February 28, following further analysis, Google Engineering identified those users 
not affected by the software bug, and restored their account access. For the affected users, Google 
Engineering restored access to all of their Google Apps services other than Gmail. 
 
Gmail stores multiple copies of users’ messages in multiple datacenters and on tape backups. With 
this software issue, some messages were unavailable online and required restoration from offline tape 
backups. Google Engineering retrieved the users’ data from tape backups, moved the data into their 
mailboxes, validated the data restoration, delivered all queued incoming messages, and re-enabled login 
access. The time required to retrieve users’ data from tape backups contributed to the extended time for 
the restoration. In addition, the restoration time depended on the size of the user’s mailbox: the larger the 
user’s mailbox, the longer the restoration. During this incident, user accounts that were programmatically 
updated by Google Apps Directory Sync or the Google Apps Provisioning API (utilities used by Google 
Apps administrators) required additional time for restoration.



 
During this incident, no existing messages or Gmail settings were lost from the users’ accounts. However, 
between 6:00 PM February 27 to 2:00 PM February 28, new incoming messages were not accepted, and 
the senders received a  “Delivery Status Notification (Failure)” bounce notification. Messages sent after 
this timeframe were delivered as usual, and available once users logged in. 
 
Google Engineering worked diligently through the list of affected user accounts to restore access as 
quickly as possible while ensuring data integrity. By 3:40 PM, March 2, Gmail data and login access were 
restored to 98% of Google Apps for Business users. Google Engineering and Google Support worked 
directly with the remaining users as needed, and by 11:30 AM, March 3, all Google Apps for Business 
user accounts had been restored.
 
Incident Communications 
During the incident, Google Support posted regular updates to the Apps Status Dashboard. On February 
28, Google Engineering released a Gmail blog post that described the cause of the issue, included 
information on the account restoration process, and listed an email address for users to report any 
residual issues. 
 
Corrective and Preventative Measures
Google Engineering and Support conducted an internal review and analysis, and have begun the 
following actions to help address the underlying causes of the issues and prevent recurrence: 
 

● Expand testing tools to better identify this class of bug during the software development cycle.
● Implement alerts and monitoring to detect this type of issue more quickly, and stop propagation.
● Speed the email restoration process by increasing the automation and performance of the tools 

used for identifying affected users, and for disabling and re-enabling users accounts.
● Develop tools that allow users to maintain account access to their Google Apps services during a 

Gmail service disruption.
● Improve support communications: When customers submit a case about a large service 

disruption or outage to Google Enterprise Support, they can automatically receive status/
resolution updates through email or online in their support case.

 
We are dedicated to making these improvements, all of which are now in progress. We understand 
that this issue has impacted and frustrated customers. Google is committed to continually and quickly 
improving our technology and operational processes to help prevent service disruptions.
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